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(i)   

Part A and B of each question in each Unit consist
of very short answer type questions which are to
be answered in one or two sentences.

(ii)  200-
250

400-450

Part C (Short answer type) (Word limit 200-250)
and Part D (Long answer type) of each question
should be answered within the word limit (400-450

words) mentioned.

–I

(Unit–I)

1.

2

Write the names and classified of interview on

the basis of formality and number of informants.

2

Write the names and classified of questionnaire

on the basis of nature and structure.

4

Discuss the limitations (demerits) of

questionnaire method.

Or

Distinguish between schedule and questionnaire.

12

Define Interview. Discuss the merits and demerits

of Interview.

Or

What do you mean by primary and secondary

data ? Discuss the merits and demerits of both.
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–II

(Unit–II)

2.

2

Write the names of various types of probability

sampling.

2

What is purposive sampling ?

4

What is Quota sampling ? Discuss its advantages

and demerits.

Or

What is Sampling ? Explain the basis elements

of sampling.

12

Define Sampling. Explain the characteristics of

a good sampling.

Or

What is Sampling. Explain the merits and
demerits of sampling.

–III

(Unit–III)

3.
2

Write the names of various methods of
measurement of attitudes.

2

Write the names of major methods of data
analysis.

4

Explain the functions of measurement.

Or

Explain the various steps of analysis and

interpretation of process.
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12

Define Tabulation. Explain the merits and

demerits of Tabulation.

Or

Define Scaling. Discuss its some general

problem and characeristics of a good scaling.

–IV

(Unit–IV)

4. 2

Write the names of final steps of research report.

2

What is Research Abstract.

4

Discuss the advantages of research report.

Or

Discuss the characteristics of a good research

report.

12

Define research report. Describe the various

steps of a research report.

Or

What do you mean by research report ? Explain

the general principles of a research report.
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